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THE SYMPLECTIC FLOER HOMOLOGY OF THE FIGURE EIGHT 
KNOT* 

WEIPING LI* 

Abstract.  In this paper, we compute the symplectic Floer homology of the figure eight knot. 
This provides first nontrivial knot with trivial symplectic Floer homology. 

1. Introduction. In [4], we generalized the Casson-Lin invariant [6] to the sym- 
plectic theory point of view. Our symplectic Floer homology of knots serves a new 
invariant for knots, and its Euler characteristic is half of the signature of knots. 

We showed that the symplectic Floer homology of the unknotted knot is trivial 
in [4]. The natural question arises as whether there is a nontrivial knot with trivial 
symplectic Floer homology. We answer this question in this paper by computing the 
symplectic Floer homology of the figure eight knot. 

Although we know that the signature of the figure eight knot 4i = cncr^1 cricr^1 

is zero, the signature does not suffice to give the information of our finer invariant 
- the symplectic Floer homology. For the square knot, we computed in [5] that the 
symplectic Floer homology is nontrivial even though its signature is zero. Our main 
result is the following. 

THEOREM.    The   symplectic   Floer  homology   of the figure   eight  knot 4i = 

<Jl<72    G1G2      ^s 

HF^Ax) = Ci^(4i) = 0,    for all i £ Z2N. 

To our knowledge, this is the first trivial symplectic Floer homology for the non- 
trivial knot. It is still an open question if there is a non-homotopy 3-sphere with 
trivial instanton Floer homology. We wish to build the relation between our sym- 
plectic Floer homology of knots [4] and the instanton Floer homology of homology 
3-spheres [1] through the Dehn surgery technique. Using the calculation of the figure 
eight knot, we hope to unfold the question about vanishing instanton Floer homology 
for a nontrivial homology 3-sphere. 

2. The symplectic Floer homology. 

2.1. The symplectic Floer homology of braids. We briefly recall our defi- 
nition of the Floer homology of braids in this subsection. See [4] for more details. 

For any knot K = (3 with ft £ Bn, the braid group, the space Ti(S2 \ K)^ can be 
identified with the space of 2n matrices Xi • • • , Xn, Yi, • • • , Yn in SU(2) satisfying 

(2.1) trpQ) = triYi) = 0,     for i = 1, • • • ,n, 

(2.2) X1.X2-..Xn = Y1.Y2~-Yn. 
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Note that 7ri(52 \ K) is generated by mxn rriy^i — 1,2, ••• ,n) with one relation 
HiLi mxi = IlILi m2/i • There is a unique reducible conjugacy class of representations 
SK : MS3 \ K) -> U(l) such that 

SK{[mXi]) = SK([myi]) = 
i     0 
0   -i 

Let K*(S2 \ K)® be the subset of n(S2 \ K)® consisting of irreducible rep- 
resentations. Then TZ*(S2 \ K)^ is a monotone symplectic manifold of dimension 
4n — 6 by Lemma 2.3 in [4]. The symplectic manifold (M,u;) is called monotone if 
^(M) = 0 or if there exists a nonnegative a > 0 such that 1^ = otICl on 7r2(M), 
where lulu) — JS2U*(LJ) G R and laiu) = ^^(ci) € Z for u € ^(M). The 
braid 0 induces a diffeomorphism fo : 11*(S2 \ K)W -* TV{S2 \ K)W. The induced 
diffeomorphism <t>p is symplectic, and the fixed point set of 0^ is 71*(S3 \ K)W (see 
Lemma 2.4 in [4]). 

Let H : K*(S2 \ K)W x R ->- R be a C00 time-dependent Hamiltonian func- 
tion with H(x,s) = H(<l)p(x),s + 1). Let Xs be the corresponding vector field from 
ci/(Xs, •) = dHs(',s), and ^ be the corresponding flow 

—— = Xs o ips,    tpo = id. 
as 

Then we have ^s+i 0 0^ = fy 0 ^s, where (j>^ = ^j"1 o 0^. Let fi^ be the space 
of smooth paths a in 71* (S2 \ K)^ such that a(s + 1) = (j)p(a(s)). The symplectic 
action a/y : fi^ —)»Il/2aNZ is given by 

-/ ./o 
daH(<Y)S= /   a;(7-X,(7),0tfa. 

So the critical points of an are the fixed points of 0/?. For x G Fix^), define 
/i(x) = nu(x,s) (mod 2iV), where ^u is the Maslov index and N = N(K) is the 
minimal value of the first Chern number of the tangent bundle of 71*(S2 \ K)^. The 
integer N(K) is a knot invariant. 

Thus we have a Z2jv-graded symplectic Floer chain complex: 

CF^m = {xG Fixfo) H 71* (S2 \ if )M : /i(x) = t},    i e Z2N. 

The following is Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 of [4]. 

THEOREM 2.1. For a knot K = 0 with the property that 7r2(7l*(S2\K)W) = 0 or 
aN(K) = 0, there is a well-defined Z-graded symplectic Floer homology HF^m((j)0). 

The symplectic Floer homology {HFj^ ^ ((l)(3)}ieZ2N ^s a ^no^ invariant and its Euler 
number is half of the signature of the knot (see [4]). 

2.2. The symplectic Floer homology of the figure eight knots. The figure 
eight knot 4i has the braid representative oiGr^Viovj"1. The knot 4i has signature 
zero since 4i is equivalent (by an orientation preserving homeomorphism) to its mirror 
image 4i. So the figure eight knot is amphicheral. Also it is well-known that the 
figure eight knot is not a slice knot, and represents an element of order 2 in the knot 
cobordism group (see [7]). 
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We calculate the symplectic Floer homology of the figure eight knot by identifying 
the fixed points of the induced symplectic diffeomorphism in §2.1. See [3] for the SU(2) 
representations of the 4i knot group without trace zero condition along meridians. 

Let n*(S2 \ 4i)W be the subset of K(S2 \ 4i)M consisting of irreducible rep- 
resentations. Then ft*(S2 \ 4i)W can be also identified with (H3 \ S3)/SU(2) in 
Lin's notation [6], i.e., the set of 6-tuple {Xi,X21Xd,Y1,Y2,Y3) G SU{2)6 satisfying 
tr^) = tr(l}) = 0(j = 1,2,3) and 

X1X2X3 = Y1Y2Y3. 

By operating the conjugation on X3 and Y3, we may assume that 

x*={o  -,•»•   F3 = 
/icose      Sm9\      0<g<n 

\— sin 6    —icosvj —    - 

If 6 = 0 and TT, then we get two copies of (H2 \ S2)/!SU(2) which is the pillow case 
(a 2-sphere with four cone points deleted [4, 6]). For 0 < 6 < TT, the identification 
reduces down to the following 

\-isin0      cos9 J 

Let Re be the representations in 71* {S2 \ 4i)W satisfying the above equation. So the 
space Re is the non-singular piece in IV (S2 \ K)^. For 0 < 6,0 < TT, the space Re is 
diffeomorphic to the space R9'. In particular, they are all diffeomorphic to Rn/2' So 
TZ*(S2 \ 4i)M is a generalized pillow case: 

ft*(S2\4i)M=    (J   i^. 
0<e<7r 

It is not easy to determine the ^{^(S2 \ 4i)W) and JV(4i). 

The fixed point set of 041 is 7^*(53 \ 4i)W by Lemma 2.4 in [4]. So we have, for 
a = cn^1^^-1, Fix^J = {(Xi,X2,X3) G SU{2f\c7{Xj) = XjJ = 1,2,3} up 
to conjugation. Let Bn be the braid group of rank n with the standard generators 
o"!, • • • , crn_i, and Fn be the free group of rank n generated by xi, • • • , xn. Then the 
automorphism of Fn representing cr& is given by (still denote it by cr*.) 

ak :    xk K> XkXk+iX^1 

(2.3) a;&+i H^ xfe 

^  H-> #/,        Z 7^ fc,fc + 1. 

By (2.3), we compute the followings. 

(7iflrJ1(7i(7j1(a;i) = cria^Vi^i) = ai^^xi^a:]"1) 

= (Ti(XiX2X21 X^1 X^1) 

= (xia;2^i~1)a;ia;3"1:cr1(xia;2^r1)~1 

— X\X2Xo    Xn    X-i     . 

cricr^" CTICT^" (£2) = 0i07[~ cri(x2a:^" x^" ) 

= 0-1 cr2 
1 (0:1X3 1a:1 ^ = tri^ 1X2Xi) 

— X\Xty   X\X2X-\ 

oriCr2 
1cri(J2 

1(x3) = CTiC^ 1cri(x2 1) = 0"icr2 
1(x1 

1) 

= flri(a?i) = X1X2X11. 
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Therefore the fixed point set of ^ is the set of points (Xi,X2,X3) G SU(2)3 

such that 

tr(-Yi)=0, i = 1,2,3, 
X1X2X3  X2  Xi    = Xi, 

X1X2  X1X2X1    = X2, 

X1X2X1    = X3, 

up to conjugation. Up to conjugation, we can assume that 

Acos*      sin0\ fi     0\      0<e<7r 

\-sm6    -1 cos8J ' \0    -ij -    - 

From the last equation in the above, we obtain 

Y Y Y-i _ , IcosO       sin 8  \ fi     0\ f—icos8    — sin 8 
121    "'     sin^    -icos<9j VO    -i    [   sin8       icos8 

r-l   _   fiC0 

__ (i cos 28       sin 28  \ 
~ y-sin28    -icos28j 

= X: 3- 

So the matrix X3 is completely determined by the parameter 8 € [0,7r]. This is, 
in fact, a key to complete the calculation. Now substituting X3 into the relation 
cricr^1cr1cr^1(Xi) = Xi, we have 

Y Y Y^Y^Y-1— {-cos8    —isin8\/r-icos28    —sin28\f—cos8     zsintf^ 
123     2     *    ~ \-ism8    -cos8j\ sm28      icos28j \ isinS    -cosSJ 

-i cos 48    -sin4^\ _ 
sin 48       icosA8) ~~    1" 

This reduces to the equations 

(2.4) cos 4(9 = - cos (9,       sin 40 = - sin 8. 

Similarly, we compute 

-1       -i/xr \      ficosSS       sin 38  \      „       fi     0 
eno-2  (7icr2   (X2) = = X2 = 

^ sin30    -icosS8J ~    l ~ \0    -i 

to get the equations 

(2.5) cos30 = l,      sin 30 = 0 

Thus the fixed point of (j)^ can be identified with 

Y _ f icos8       sin 
1 — V — sin 0    -i cos 0 J yO   -2/ ^— sm 20   -1 cos 20y '    -    -   ' 

subject to equations (2.4) and (2.5). Using the equations (2.5) and the angle addition 
formulae for sine and cosine functions with 40 = 30 + 0, (2.4) becomes 

(2.6) sin0 = O,    cos0 = O. 

There is no solution for (2.6). Hence 

(2.7) Fix (^) = 0    (empty set). 
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THEOREM 2.2.    The symplectic Floer homology of the figure eight knot 4i = 

<7i0"2   0"i0"2     ^s 

HF**™^) = ^^(4!) = 0,    for all i e Z2N, 

Proof: Since the Z2jv-graded symplectic Floer chain complex CF?ym(4i) is gen- 
erated by Fix(</>41), the result follows from (2.7).     D 

2.3. The symplectic Floer homology of knots with braid representa- 
tives in #3. It seems that the method in §2.2 can be adapted to knots with braid 
representatives in B3. We are going to illustrate another example to show that the 
computation for the figure eight knot in §2.2 is quite lucky. 

Let K = 62 be the knot with 5-crossings. We have the braid representative 
afa^cTi 1(T2 for the knot 62 (see [7]). Thus the fixed points of 052 can be identified, 
by the same method in §2.2, with the set of points (Xi1X2,Xz) G SU(2)3 such that 

tr(X,) = 0,    j = 1,2,3, 
X1X2X3X1X2  Xi   X^  X2  Xi    = Xi, 

X1X2X3  XiX^ Xf   = X2, 
XiX2Xi  X2  Xi    = X3, 

up to conjugation. This follows a straightforward calculation of ala^cri1<72(xj)(j = 
1,2,3). Again we can compute X3 from the last equation in the above. 

v v v-i v-i v-i _ f-^osSO    -sin3^ _ 
xlx2x1 x2 x1   -^ sinS0     icosW)-X3- 

Then afalcr^ 1a2(Xj) = Xj(j = 1,2) gives us 

W*  a2(Xl)-V  sin6e      zcosGflJ-*1 

^22-1    (v \ _ f-icosbe    -sin56^ _ 

Thus we need to solve the equations 

(2.8)        cos68 = -cos9,     sin60 = -sin0,     cos50 = -l,     sin50 = O. 

There are three solutions of (2.8) with 0 = f,^,^.   Let pj(j = 1,2,3) be the 
corresponding fixed points of 052 in 11*(S2 \ 52)^. 

By following the method in [2], for K = 62, we have all type I double points so 
that the correction term /z = 0. Using the definition of Goeritz matrix in §1 of [2], we 
get the Goeritz matrix of 52: 

(A     -3    -1> 
G(52) =    -3     4     -1 

\-l    -1     2 

By the theorem 6 of [2], we have 

Signature^) = Signature(G(52)) - /x = 2. 
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By Theorem 2.1, the Euler characteristic of the symplectic Floer homology of 62 is 
one. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. The symplectic Floer chain complex of 62 is given by: one 
of the odd chain groups is generated by one of pj(j = 1,2,3); even chain groups are 
generated by the rest two fixed points of (j)^2. 

It is nontrivial to determine the Maslov index of pj and the possible Floer bound- 
ary map in order to complete the calculation. 
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